APPLICATION for NMR/Unix ACCOUNT
CAMCOR NMR Facility, Chemistry Research Instrumentation Service
Department of Chemistry, University of Oregon

Date:__________________ Proposed login name:__________________

Name/first____ last____ nickname

Phone lab:_____________ office:________ E-mail:______________________

Research Group name________________________ Room #__________________

Status:
___ Grad Student ___ Undergrad ___ Postdoc ___ Staff ___ Faculty
 ___ Visiting Faculty ___ Industrial ___ Course ___ Other:__________________

___ indefinite ___ quarter ___ academic year ___ graduation date____________

Previous NMR training, instrument experience & types of instruments used:

__________________________________________________________________

I acknowledge that the above information is accurate and that I have read and
agree to abide by the published NMR Facility Instrument-Use Policies.

Signature:______________________________________________

BILLING INFORMATION (required)

UO campus/academic user:
Department: __________________________ P.I.Name: __________________________ INDEX

Commercial user:
Accounts Payable billing contact: __________________________ phone:____________________

billing address: __________________________

____________________________________  zip:________

POLICY: Use of CAMCOR/CRIS NMR Instrumentation and Computing Resources, University of Oregon

NMR instrumentation and computing resources under the auspices of CAMCOR/CRIS are intended for use in legitimate academic, research or commercial purposes. Each use of these facilities will be subject to cost-recovery billing at published rates. Each user will be required to submit to training as deemed appropriate by the NMR facilities manager. Further, each user a

Acceptance of an account on a CRIS facility computer or instrument binds the user to adhere to professional standards and e

of computing. The CAMCOR/CRIS facility reserves the right to monitor computing activities of its accounts in order to enfo

those standards. Unacceptable activities include unauthorized use of instruments, computers and network facilities, unauth

access to files belonging other users, unlawful dissemination of copyrighted materials, and sharing of computer passwords an

room-entry authorization codes. Violation of these standards may result in the revocation of the privilege to use the facil